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Learning objectives

• Understand the importance of patient experience and how it differs 
from satisfaction

• List the factors that matter to patients

• Describe an overall approach to improving patient experience using the 
Australian Experience Based Co-design (EBCD) toolkit



Reflections on this webinar

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

Strachan, Dorothy (2007). Making Questions Work: A Guide to How and What to Ask for Facilitators, 
Consultants, Managers, Coaches, and Educators. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

https://youtu.be/vGyjF9Ngd8Y
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https://leadershipfreak.blog/2018/10/04/the-self-reflection-sandwich/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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What do we currently do to understand the patient 
experience?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

Accreditation 
Surveys

Suggestions 
and 

comments

ComplaintsHappy or 
Not?

https://owl.excelsior.edu/writing-process/prewriting-strategies/prewriting-strategies-asking-defining-questions/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Consumer reflections

https://www.aihw.gov.au/getmedia/31d2844d-323e-400a-875e-e9183fafdfad/aihw-aus-221-chapter-7-17.pdf.aspx



What matters to patients?
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• Feeling informed and being given options

• Staff who listen and spend time with the patient

– “It’s impossible to overestimate the value of a really 
good, efficient, friendly receptionist”

• Being treated as a person, not a number

– “Each patient is different my experience is not yours, 
and is not his”

• Patient involvement in care and being able to ask 
questions

• The value of support services, such a voluntary sector 
organisations, support groups etc

• Efficient processes that provide the patient with a sense of 
continuity of care

– “Speed of access is an issue. It can take a long time to 
access help other than medications. But by the time 
people have plucked up courage to see their GP they 
may feel they need help quite quickly.”

Source:  http://bit.ly/whatmatterstopatients

http://bit.ly/whatmatterstopatients


The Australian Charter 
of Healthcare Rights

Source: https://www.safetyandquality.gov.au/sites/default/files/2019-
06/Charter%20of%20Healthcare%20Rights%20A4%20poster%20ACCESSIBLE%20pdf.pdf



Survey

Performance Paradox

Performance + Engineering + Aesthetics

“Describing people as a percentage would 
dehumanise the physical impact on a real 

person, someone’s mother, father, sister or 
brother”

“What matters more than raw data is our ability 
to place these facts in context and deliver them 

with emotional impact”



The theory (Kano analysis)

Source:  Jané AC, Domínguez SM. Citizens’ role in health services: satisfaction behavior: Kano’s model, part 1. Quality Management in Healthcare. 2003;12:64-71. 
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Experience vs Satisfaction

Most of the feedback we currently seek is asking people to cognitively describe their 
experience:

e.g. Your experience of the way clinicians communicated with you at your last visit:

involved you in decisions……Poor…Fair…Good…Very good…Excellent

Fundamentally, it’s about thinking about ourselves as a service and trying to measure the 
service.

Instead of a service economy we can change our paradigm by thinking of ourselves as an 
experience industry.

“Experiences occur when an individual has been engaged in a personal and memorable 
way……….on an emotional, physical, intellectual or even spiritual level.”  

(Joseph Pine, The Experience Economy)



Why bother?

Source Tim Keogh, April Strategy LLP.  The references in the infographic are 
available at http://www.aprilstrategy.com/infographic/.

http://www.aprilstrategy.com/infographic/


Experience Based Co-design Toolkit

Source: Dawda P and Knight A. 

https://ahha.asn.au/experience-based-

co-design-toolkit

https://ahha.asn.au/experience-based-co-design-toolkit


Setting up for success

• Engagement

• Deciding your EBCD approach

• NHS Sustainability Tool

• Senior leadership support

• Project management

• Start up workshop

• Planning workshop

• Codesigning visions

• Communication strategy



Acknowledgement: South Street Surgery, UK



Gather the experience

“Designing a product is designing a relationship”

Steve Rogers

Design students from University of Canberra attended a GP clinic to undertake 

observation in the waiting room.  After a careful analysis of activities, students 

identified potential problems to tackle.  The observation process informed a 

separate project that was used at a consumer workshop to develop an interactive 
pod in the waiting room. 

• Patient shadowing and observation
• Patient stories
• Real People, Real Data tool
• Videoing
• Interview staff
• Experience based surveys
• Conversation cards



The consultation

Source: Productive General Practice, NHS



Understand the experience

• Feedback events
• patient
• staff
• joint

• Touchpoints and hotspots
• Patient journey mapping

“You never really understand a person until you consider things  

from his point of view… until you climb inside of his skin and walk 

around in it.”

—Atticus Finch, in Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird



Mapping the Journey
Source:  Productive General Practice and Experience Based Design. http://bit.ly/prodgp
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http://bit.ly/prodgp
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least I 

know I will 
be seen

Good information by nurses with 

self management plans easy to 
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Different information by 
doctors and nurses e.g. 
doctors tells me I will be 
rung when results are in 

and nurse tells me I have to 
ring in

Acknowledgement:  Pahiatua Medical Centre,  Mid Central DHB
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No decision about me without me



Improve the experience

“Not every change is an improvement, but every 

improvement is a change”

Harry Potter and the Methods of Rationality

• Ideas group
• Stakeholder needs
• Scenarios and Personas
• SWIFT
• Prototyping
• Experience 

improvement sheet
• Group action 

statements

Paper 
Sketches

Model
Computer 
Graphics

Final product



Shared decision making in diabetes (1)

Acknowledgement:  Mayo Clinic, US.  Adapted for use in Australia by Paresh Dawda with permission



Shared decision making in diabetes (2)

Acknowledgement:  Mayo Clinic, US.  Adapted for use in Australia by Paresh Dawda with permission



Monitor and maintain

• Dissemination
• Celebration events
• The biggest difference
• Service blueprints



Summary

Experiences and satisfaction are not the same thing

Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2018. Australia’s health 2018. Australia’s health series no. 16. AUS 221. 
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Resource

Australian Experience Based Toolkit

• https://ahha.asn.au/experience-based-co-design-toolkit

NSW Agency for Clinical Innovation Patient Experience and Consumer Engagement

• https://www.aci.health.nsw.gov.au/networks/peace

Consumer enablement

• https://www.aci.health.nsw.gov.au/networks/primary-care/consumer-enablement

https://ahha.asn.au/experience-based-co-design-toolkit
https://www.aci.health.nsw.gov.au/networks/peace
https://www.aci.health.nsw.gov.au/networks/primary-care/consumer-enablement


This initiative has been funded by the Australian Government under the PHN program.


